Redmi note 6 pro update miui 12 release date

In the space of barely 48 hours, Xiaomi has released MIUI 12 update for the Redmi Note 5, Redmi 7A, and now, the Redmi Note 6 Pro MIUI 12 starts seeding. Unfortunately, the Redmi 7, Redmi 6A, and Redmi Y3 wouldn’t be receiving the update due to compatibility issues. However, such wasn’t said about the Note 6 Pro, and you can head over to
the updater app and scan for the new update that brings the much anticipated MIUI 12. Redmi Note 6 Pro MIUI 12 update ChangelogThe Redmi Note 6 Pro MIUI 12 update is hitting eligible units globally. It comes in a 732MB and with all the features of MIUI 12, system optimization, and bug fixes. The update also bumps the security patch level to
November 2020. If you have the Redmi Note 6 Pro, you’ll receive an update with a version number, MIUI 12.0.1.0 PEKMIXM. Nevertheless, it might take some time before the update comes to your phone. The reason is that the update is currently limited to a few selected users. But you can make use of the download links below and then flash using
the recovery method.We expect the public rollout to commence in the coming days, and that will see the update arrive for more users. For now, only the global ROM users are getting a notification for an update, but we expect other regions to start getting the update in the coming days.Download the Redmi Note 6 Pro MIUI 12 updateDevice Name:
Redmi Note 6 ProVersion: MIUI 12.0.1.0 PEKMIXMCodename: tulipRegion: GlobalType: Beta StableAndroid version: 9Android security patch level: November 2020Download links: Recovery | OTA (Apply from v11.0.6.0)ChangelogSystemOptimization: Full screen gestures are now ignored on the Lock screen alarm pageOptimization: Updated Android
Security Patch to November 2020. Increased system securitySystem animationsOptimization: Animations in selected scenesControl centerNew: Swipe down from the upper left corner to open Notification shade and from the upper right corner to open Control centerOptimization: Control center is now closed by incoming callsDark modeOptimization:
Brightness and color improvements for wallpapers in Dark modeStatus bar, Notification shadeFix: Notification shade wasn’t displayed correctly in Dark mode This page shows all available downloads. If you're looking for the latest releases check or other downloads check: Latest MIUI Firmware Downloads Vendor Downloads Page 2Note: All files
listed here are official untouched MIUI ROMs. It's not owned, modified or edited by Xiaomi Firmware Updater. ChangelogBug fixes and system optimizations. [Update, Jan 6, 2021]: Xiaomi has started Android 9.0 based MIUI 12 Stable ROM roll-out for Redmi Note 6 Pro users. The update comes as MIUI 12.0.1.0.PEKMIXM, weighs 732MBs in size,
and brings November Android security patch to the device. If you haven’t received the update on your device, you can download the Recovery ROM here and try flashing it using the recovery method. MIUI 12 brings all-new design and animations along with new features such as Super Wallpapers, Floating Window, New Control Center, Enhanced
Privacy Protection features such as Interceptor, Flare, Hidden Mask Mode, and more to the devices, check out this post to learn more about MIUI 12 features. [Nov 12, 2019]: Xiaomi launched the Redmi Note 6 Pro in India last year running MIUI 10 on top of Android 8.1 (Oreo) and updated it to Android 9.0 (Pie) based MIUI 10.3 with system-wide
Dark Mode back in May. The company recently announced the latest iteration of its own proprietary Android skin MIUI, dubbed MIUI 11 at an event in India. MIUI 11 aims to bring a brand new optimized modern UI design focused on content viewing and has also introduced nifty additions specifically for India. Xiaomi has already completed MIUI 11
rollout for the first phase of devices and has already started testing MIUI Stable Beta for the second batch of devices. The company has started rolling out Android 9.0 (Pie) based MIUI 11 Global ROM to Redmi Note 6 Pro users. As per posts on Mi Community, MIUI 11.0.1.0.PEKMIXM is being rolled out, the update is around 565 MBs in size. If you
haven’t received the update on your device, you can download the Recovery ROM here and try flashing it using the recovery method but it may not work as it is staged roll out. MIUI 11 brings new features such as New Minimalistic Design, Quick Replies, New Dynamic Sound Effects, Mi Share, Floating Calculator, Updated Mi File Manager, Steps
Trackers and more to Redmi Note 6 Pro, check out this post to learn more about MIUI 11 features. MIUI 11 is being rolled out to all eligible devices as per the schedule, you can keep a track of MIUI 11 updates with our Update Tracker posts. Screenshots via 1, 2 | Download Link Via Xiaomi Redmi Note 6 Pro gets MIUI 12 but remains on Android
PieThe 732 MB package that has just begun to reach the Xiaomi Redmi Note 6 Pro worldwide comes with all the features of MIUI 12, the usual optimizations, and bug fixes. Unfortunately, the update for this handset that was introduced back in September 2018 is only based on Android 9 Pie.Android Smartphone Software Chinese Tech The Qualcomm
Snapdragon 636-powered Redmi Note 6 Pro finally gets MIUI 12 and the update comes inside a 732 MB package that also includes the November 2020 security patch from Google, a few interface optimizations, and the usual minor tweaks and fixes. The version number of the new firmware is 12.0.1.0 PEKMIXM.Although Android 10 is still not here
for the Redmi Note 6 Pro, at least this handset is not facing compatibility issues as it happened with the Redmi 7, Redmi 6A, and Redmi Y3, which did not get MIUI 12 at all. However, even for the Redmi Note 6 Pro, we are apparently talking about a release labeled as "Beta Stable" that might take a few days to reach users all over the world. Buy the
Xiaomi Redmi Note 9 Pro on Amazon Working For Notebookcheck Are you a techie who knows how to translate? Then join our Team! Details here Top 10 LaptopsMultimedia, Budget Multimedia, Gaming, Budget Gaming, Lightweight Gaming, Business, Budget Office, Workstation, Subnotebooks, Ultrabooks, Chromebooks under 300 USD/Euros, under
500 USD/Euros, 1,000 USD/Euros, for University Students, Best Displays Top 10 SmartphonesSmartphones, Phablets, ≤6-inch, Camera Smartphones Please share our article, every link counts! .170 Earlier in April 2020, Redmi Note 6 Pro users had come to know that their devices will not be receiving Android 10. However, the device had found its
way into the product lineup of the MIUI 12 roadmap. The MIUI 12 update for Redmi Note 6 Pro appeared to be a distant dream at that point in time. 1 Update as on 6th January 2021 2 Update as of 25th January 2021 In the absence of communication from the brand on the MIUI 12 update, it led to further disappointment. However, Redmi Note 6 Pro
users have some news to cheer about today. A note from Super Moderator on Xiaomi’s Mi Community Forum gives a peek into Xiaomi’s future plans of MIUI 12 update for Redmi Note 6 Pro. When someone asked in the Mi Community meant for Note 6 Pro about the possibility of the device getting an MIUI 12 update by the end of August, the Super
Moderator replied with: I don’t think so, we have no official information. Maybe it’s the end of September or October, stay and follow the news here. Now, with this news Note 6 Pro users are confirmed that they will be receiving the update in the coming days. Though Xiaomi has not officially announced its plans regarding Redmi Note 6 Pro MIUI 12
update date in India. However, we can hold on to the comforting news of a possible update arriving later in September or sometime early next month. The brand has remained mum about Redmi Note 6 Pro MIUI 12 update date. In fact, the device bagged another MIUI 11-based firmware with optimizations around 15 days ago. The new update rolled
out was 11.0.5.0.PEKMIXM based on Android Pie. The device originally ran on Android 8.1 Oreo out of the box, Later on, it was upgraded to MIUI 11 on top of Android 9 Pie. For the uninitiated, Redmi Note 6 Pro will not be receiving an Android 10 update from Xiaomi. Update as on 6th January 2021 Redmi Note 6 Pro MIUI 12 update date is almost
there. Xiaomi has started pushing global variant of stable Redmi Note 6 Pro MIUI 12. The version is labelled as 12.0.1.0.PEKMIXM. The rollout has been planned for the global variant that excludes the Russian variant. The changelog reads as: [System]– Optimization: Full screen gestures are now ignored on the Lock screen alarm page– Optimization:
Updated Android Security Patch to November 2020. Increased system security.[System animations]– Optimization: Animations in selected scenes [Control center]– New: Swipe down from the upper left corner to open Notification shade and from the upper right corner to open Control center– Optimization: Control center is now closed by incoming
calls[Dark mode]– Optimization: Brightness and color improvements for wallpapers in Dark mode[Status bar, Notification shade]– Fix: Notification shade wasn’t displayed correctly in Dark mode It is a phased rollout hence it will take some time before every unit gets global MIUI 12 for Redmi Note 6 Pro. Manually it can be downloaded from the link
here. Note 6 Pro had been launched in the budget smartphone category, way back in October 2018. It was powered by a Qualcomm Snapdragon 636 processor, an octa-core clocking at 1.8GHz. Update as of 25th January 2021 In the first cut of the MIUI 12 eligible list, Xiaomi had included Redmi 6/6A/7 and the Redmi Y3. However, as the days
progressed, the OEM realized that Redmi 6 MIUI 12 update cannot be rolled out. The grounds cited were compatibility & performance challenges. Surprisingly, Xiaomi rolled out the MIUI 12 update (China build) for Redmi 7 with no hints of earlier beta testing. This has undoubtedly rekindled hopes for Redmi 6/6A/Y3 users. Since these models do not
differ much in terms of technology, they can expect an announcement in near future. Do keep visiting us, will keep you updated on the latest developments.
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